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Some specific factors which may cause the kinetic compensation effect (k.c.e.) during 
the decomposition of CaCO3 are identified. The role of the COs equilibrium pressure 
is examined in relation to the k.c.e. The article also shows why non-isothermal experi- 
ments must sometimes necessarily yield a value of activation energy different from the 
value obtained from isothermal experiments. 

It is known that the experimentally determined value of activation energy 
depends on several factors associated with the experimental technique and sample 
characteristics, especially when kinetic experiments are carried out under rising 
temperature conditions [1 ]. It has often been noted that the variation of the 
experimentally determined value of E is accompanied by a corresponding varia- 
tion in the experimentally determined value of the pre-exponential factor A and 
there is a linear relationship between log A and E. This is called the kinetic com- 
pensation effect (k.c.e.). In recent years, this effect has been the subject of several 
investigations [2 -8 ] .  However, it has not yet been properly explained and con- 
siderable confusion persists regarding its origin and implications. 

For calcium carbonate decomposition, the experimentally determined apparent 
values of E and A can vary in the ranges 100-4000 kJ/mole and 10z-1069, 
respectively [1]. Such variations cannot be arbitrary and must be attributed to 
specific factors. The aim of the present work is to re-examine the origins of the 
k.c.e, critically, identify some specific factors and then show why variations of 
A and E follow a compensation law. In this article, the role of the CO~ pressure, 
among others, is brought out in explaining the k.c.e. The article also shows why 
non-isothermal experiments must sometimes necessarily yield a value of activa- 
tion energy significantly different from the value obtained from isothermal 
experiments. 

Arrhenius equation for  CaC03 decomposition 

The Arrhenius expression for variation of the rate constant with temperature 
is written as 

k = A. exp ( -  E/RT) (1) 
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where k is the rate constant and A and E are the Arrhenius parameters, both 
assumed constant. During actual reactions, such as the decomposition of CaCO3, 
k is not determined by temperature alone. Amongst other factors, the particle 
size as well as the thermodynamic driving force of a reaction influence k. For 
C a C Q  decomposition the thermodynamic driving force is described in terms of 
the concentration of CO2 in the ambient atmosphere and the equilibrium con- 
centration of CO s at the gas/solid interface where thermodynamic equilibrium 
for decomposition prevails, the exact form of the equation being dependent on 
the reaction mechanism. 

Modi f icat ion  o f  Eq.  (1) 

Equation (1) can be modified to account for the effects of various factors on 
the rate constant. Thus, if the reaction rate is proportional to the surface area of 
the particles, then k can be shown to be proportional to 1~to, where r 0 is the initial 
radius of the particles, all assumed spherical and uniform. Again, if the rate is 
proportional to the thermodynamic driving force, then k will be proportional to 
(C e - C), where C e is the equilibrium concentration of CO s at the gas/solid inter- 
face and C is the concentration in the bulk gas at a given temperature. We can 
therefore write 

k = - - A  ( C  e _ C ) e E / R  T 
ro 

A (p~ - p )  

r o R T  
e -E/RT (2) 

where pe = equilibrium pressure of CO z 
p = pressure of COz in gas stream 

The possible effects of several other factors can similarly be incorporated. It should 
be noted that Eq. (2) has been written for a sample in which all particles are 
spherical and of uniform radius. In an actual situation a size distribution will be 
involved. The effect of the particle size distribution on the reaction rate has 
recently been discussed by Lahiri [9]. This article is concerned with variations in 
the apparent values of Arrhenius parameters because of changes in the value pL 

Apparen t  values o f  Arrhenius  parameters  

Suppose that the apparent values of the Arrhenius parameters are A' and E'. 
That is 

k = A '  �9 e -E'/RT = . . . .  A (pC _ p)  . e -EIr~T (3) 
r o R T  

We can calculate values of A' and E'  (to examine their relationship) for given 
values of A/ro, pC, p, T, etc. 
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Consider first the decomposition of C a C Q  in a CO2-free atmosphere, i.e. 
when p = 0. Let us also assume, arbitrarily, that A/ro equals 1014. Then 

1014 . pe 
A' e -E'/RT - -  - -  e -E/RT (4) 

R T  

The equilibrium CO2 pressures over CaCO~ at various temperatures are available 
in the literature [10]. One can thus calculate values of  E '  for arbitrary values of  
A'  using Eq. (4). Some calculated values for E = 209.2 k J/mole and three tem- 
peratures are shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows that semi-log plots of  these values 
conform to the compensation law. The linearity is obvious in Eq. (4) itself. At a 
particular temperature and for an assumed value of E the right-hand side of  Eq. (4) 
is a constant (k). Obviously, therefore, if one varies A', E '  must also vary according 
to the compensation law. 

Consider now the decomposition of CaCO3 in a pure CO2 atmosphere at 1 arm. 
There will, of  course, be no decomposition until the equilibrium pressure p* 
exceeds 1 atm, i.e. until about 900 ~ Consider a temperature of  1100 ~ at which 
pC is about 1.6 a tm and (p~ - p ) i s  about 0.6 atm. The values of E '  for some 
assumed values of A' are shown in Table 1. A semi-log plot of  these values is 
shown in Fig. 1. This linearity should also be obvious f rom Eq. (3), where the 
right-hand side becomes constant (k) for assumed values of  A/ro, p and tempera- 
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38 RAY: KINETIC COMPENSATION EFFECT 

ture, provided E is constant. The slopes of  the lines shown in Fig. 1 agree closely 
with those reported in the plots given by Gallagher and Johnson [1 ]. In these 
calculations the pre-exponential factor is being changed because of the variation 
of some parameters and we are essentially calculating apparent values A' and E" 
(both variable) by assuming that the Arrhenius type expression still holds. The 
question, however, remains as to why A' should vary at all. Perhaps it so varies 
because Alto, which is assumed to be constant in the derivation, is not constant 
due to progressive decrease in the particle size. 

Apparent activation energy 

Consider now the non-isothermal decomposition of CaCOa so that pe changes 
continuously during heating. Assuming that A/ro is constant at 1014, the loge k 
values at different temperatures can be calculated. These values are shown in 
Table 2. 

We can plot an 'Arrhenius plot '  using these values of 1Oge k, i.e. plot log~ k 
values against reciprocal absolute temperature. The plot is shown in Fig. 2. Sur- 

Table 1 

Calculation of apparent activation energy E' for varying values of A' using Eq. (5) 

A = i0 la, E = 209.2 kJ/mole; CO2-free atmosphere (i. e. Pco~ = 0) 

T, K P~O2, atm A' E', kJ/mole 

973 0.04 

1073 0.20 

1173 0.95 

CO2 atm. ( i .  e .  P c o ,  = 1 atm) 

1373 1.6 

1 0 6  - -  6 1 . 9  

l0 s -- 24.4 
1012 50.6 
10 lg 106.7 
1025 294.3 

10 s -- 40.6 
1012 42.3 
1020 207.5 
1025 310.9 

10 s - -  6 1 . 2  

1012 31.7 
1020 212.5 
1025 325.5 

104 8.7 
101~ 149.8 
1020 414.6 
1025 546.8 
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973 
1073 
1173 

T, K P~oz, arm k loge k 1000/T, K 

25 

0.04 2.0033 x 109 21.418 1.0277 
0.20 9.105 x 108 22.932 0.93197 
0.95 3.964 x 101~ 24.403 0.8525 

24 

2 3 -  

22 - 

21 
0.8 

I E I I . p  
0.,85 0.90 0.95 10 

1000/T, K -~ 
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Table 2 

Apparent activation energy during non-isothermal decomposition (P~o, varying) 

A/r .  = 1014, E = 209.2 kJ /mole ,  Pco~ = 0 

Fig.  2. T he  A r r h e n i u s  plot  

prisingly, even with variations ofp ~ the plot comes out linear. However, the slope 
yields for the value of E' a much smaller value, approximately 154.8 kJ/mole, as 
compared to the value 209.2 k J/mole assumed for E. This shows why one may 
get a different value of activation energy from the analysis of non-isothermal 
data. The data for Table 2 assume that A/r o is constant. If there is a change in 
the size distribution of the particles, and therefore, the average size during the 
course of heating, then this condition will no longer hold. Recently, Dollimore 
[11] has pointed out that many decomposition reactions can be accompanied 
by splitting of particles and consequently a decrease in the particle size and an 
increase in the particle number. This, of course, will introduce some scatter of 
the data in the compensation plot. 
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Conclusions 

It is shown that the kinetic compensation effect can be explained if one takes 
proper account of the various factors which influence the rate constant of a 
decomposition reaction. One must consider, amongst other factors, the dynamic 
driving force. It  is also found that if one takes into account the variation of the 
equilibrium CO 2 pressure during the heating of CaCO3, then one can show that 
the apparent value of the activation energy for decomposition would be different 
from the true value determined from isothermal experiments. 

Symbols 

A = 

A I =. 

C - -  
r e 

E = 
E 1 = 

k = 
p = 
pe = 

r 0 = 
R = 
T = 

Pre-exponential factor in Arrhenius expression 
Apparent value of A 
Concentration of CO 2 in bulk gas 
Concentration of CO2 at gas/solid interface at equilibrium 
Activation energy 
Apparent value of activation energy 
Rate constant 
Partial pressure of CO2 in bulk gas 
Equilibrimn partial pressure of CO2 
Radius of particles (all assumed spherical and uniform) 
The gas constant 
Temperature, K. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG - -  Einige spezifische Faktoren, welche den sogenannten kinetischen 
Kompensationseffekt (k. c. e.) w~hrend der Zersetzung yon CaCOa herbeiftihren kSnnen, 
werden identifiziert. Die Rolle des Gleichgewichtsdruckes des CO2 wird im Zusammenhang 
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mit  d e m k .  c. e. gepriJft. Der  Beitrag zeigt, warum die nicht-isothermen Versuche manchmat  
zwangl/iufig zu einem yon den isothermen Versuchen abweichenden Weft der Aktivierungs- 
energie fiihren. 

Pe3 ioMe - -  YcTaI-IOBzlem,i ner~oTopt,~e cneu~@a~ecxae ~0aKTopt,I, B~,izJ, m a m m r i e  TaK n a a t ,  iBaeM~x~ 

r ,~aeTmlecKm~ x o M n e a c a t ~ a o n n J ,  iR 30~0eKT (K. K. 3) n p n  pa30Io~er t r l r i  x a p 6 o n a T a  xam~rma .  H c c a e -  

,/IOBaHa po.fI~ ,/IaB.JIeHJffSI C O  2 B pSBHOBeCHO~[ GHCTCMe YlO OTHOIIICHHtO K K. K. D. I~oKa.3alto, XITO 
BcJIe~CTBKK ~Iero HeM3oTepMHqeCKHe H3Mepem~l  /~Hor~a ~aIOT 3HaqeI-IKfl aHepr~r~ aKT~Batl~r~, 

OT~axIatomrIec~ OT 3HaqeHH~I, rloJIytleHHblX IIp~I ~I3OTepMI~IecKH r r 3 M e p e ~ n x .  
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